Autumn Term

Week 1
What was World War 2 and when
was it? Who was the leader of
Britain?

Week 2
Who was Winston Churchill?

Week 3
Who was Adolf Hitler?

History
Activity

Question

What do you already know about
living things - humans?

Science

Skills

Knowledge

Geography

Question

Skills

Knowledge

Question

Computing

I can develop a chronologically
secure knowledge and
understanding
of world history, establishing clear
narratives within and across
the periods they study by learning
about the events leading to
the outbreak of World War II.
I can explain why World War II
began and order events
from early World War II on a
timeline.

I know about the events that led
up to Britain declaring war on
Germany in 1939
I know when World War 2 took
place.
Children to complete KWL sheet
first for WW2
Play Neville Chamberlain speech
Look at videos and images to find
out facts about the pasts.
Place significant events in a
timeline
Compare two sources
of evidence - class discussion of
why Chamberlain declared war on
Germany - was this action justified?

Knowledge

Week 5
Who was evacuated during
WW2?
What was it like to be a child
during WW2?

Week 6
Who was evacuated during
WW2?
What was it like to be a child
during WW2?

Week 8
What was the role of women
during WW2?

Week 9
What was the Holecaust?

I can identify and state reasons
for and results of histroical
events, situations, and changes
in the 1940s
I can empathise with how
refugees today may feel
I can develop an understanding
of how child evacuees might
have felt during World War Two

I begin to use more precise
historical language. I can
make comparisons
between different historical
periods

I can use histroical vocabulary to
describe periods studied .
I can identify and describe reasons
for, and results of, historical
events, situations, and changes in
the periods studied.

HISTORICAL ENQUIRY: I can
ask and answer questions, and
select and record information
relevant to the focus of the
enquiry.

I know that children were
evacuated from the city to the
countryside in waves of time.
I know what conditions were like
for children who were evacuated
I know about characteristic
features of the periods and
societies studied, including the
ideas, beliefs, attitudes and
experiences of men, women and
children in the pas

I know what impact food
rationing had on families. I
know which foods were
rationed and the reasons
why

I know about characteristic
I know the experiences of women features of the periods and
during WW2.
societies studied, including the
I can explain how the role of
ideas, beliefs, attitudes and
women differed before, during and experiences of men, women and
after the war
children in the past

I know that some people were
sent to concentration camps
and why.

I know about characteristic
features of the periods and
societies studied, including the
ideas, beliefs, attitudes and
experiences of men, women and
children in the past I know
who Anne Frank was and what
impact she has had

Using selected evidence - children
write a diary entry/letter from the
viewpoint of an evacuated child.
Using their own diary entries and
prior knowledge compare 2020
Covid 19 lockdown -with
evacuation of chn. in WW2.Chn.
debate which was worse lockdown
or evacuation?

Look at copies of ration books and
lists of what an average family
would be allowed each week.
Create plates comparing todays
meals and meals during WW" when
rationing was enforced. Produce a
weekly menu of meals a family
could produce when on rationing.

Produce a proganda poster
encouraging women to take on the
roles previously held by men.
Complete chart showing how the
role of women changed pre war
and post war

Produce a 'Lessons to Live' by
poster

Detail how Anne Frank's life
changed and why Use different
sources of evidence to create
factfile about Anne frank.

What impact did the Blitz have
on the UK?

Question

Skills

Week 4

I know who Neville
Chamberlain and Winston
Churchill were. I know how
long they were PM for and
what key roles they played I know who Adolf Hitler was
in WWII
and his role in WW2

I know what the impact of the
Blitz was on children in UK

I can identify and state reasons
for and results of histroical
events, situations, and changes
in the 1940s
I can empathise with how
refugees today may feel
I can develop an understanding
of how child evacuees might
have felt during World War Two
I can select and use the most
appropriate sources of evidence
to gather information and
recognise bias.
I know that children were
evacuated from the city to the
countryside in waves of time.
I know what conditions were like
for children who were evacuated
I know about characteristic
features of the periods and
societies studied, including the
ideas, beliefs, attitudes and
experiences of men, women and
children in the pas

Research about the Neville
Chamberlain/ Winston
Research about the Adolf
Churchill. Produce
Hitler. Produce
biography/fact file.
biography/fact file.

Look at photograph of the Blitz &
written account of Blitz - children
draw arrow adding captions to
both pieces of evidence showing
what it was like for children during
the Blitz.

Make a suitcase of items taken by
an evacuee thinking about which
items are essential and which are
desirable. Give reasons for choices
made. Show different written &
photographic evidence re.
evacuation c- children select most
appropriate pieces of evidence.

I can communicate about historical
events and significant people from
the past and begin to present them
in different ways.

I can communicate about historical
events and significant people from
the past and begin to present them
in different ways.

I can make assumptions and
ask questions about historical
periods based on evidence

Week 7

What was food rationing and
what impact did it have on
families?

Question and answer sheet
describing how and why Jews
were subject to Nazi prejudice
and discrimination during the
war

Week 10
Is it fair that some people were
sent to concentration camps?
Can you think of any similarities
between the holocaust and
events happening in the world
today?
HISTORICAL ENQUIRY: I can
ask and answer questions, and
select and record information
relevant to the focus of the
enquiry. I can use dates and
ask abstract historical terms to
critically analyse historical
events.I can choose how to
communicate comparisons from
different historical periods.

Week 11

Who was Anne Frank and what
imapct did she have?
I can find out about the events,
people and changes studied from
an appropriate range of sources of
information, including ICT-based
sources I can use dates and ask
abstract historical terms to
critically analyse historical events

In which ways do humans and
What do you already know about
animal offspring usually mirror
What are the different stages of growth
Why
and
is exercise
development
important?
in the life of an Why
average
is ithuman?
important to have a healthyWhat
lifestyle?
are the main organs of the human
and where
are they located?What happens to your heart rate when
light
you
and
exercise?
sound?
How do we see objects?
What is reflection? Which materials reflect light?
their parents?
Howbody
is the pulse
rate measured?
Use relevant scientific vocabulary Use relevant scientific vocabulary
to report on their findings, answer to report on their findings, answer
Gather and record data and results of
questions and jusitfy their
questions and jusitfy their
increasing complexity, selecting from a
Consider the following: What do
conclusions based on evidence
conclusions based on evidence
Consider the following: What do
range of methods (scientific diagrams,
you know? What you would like to collected, identify improvements, collected, identify improvements,
you know? What you would like to
labels, classification keys, tables,
learn and what you have learnt?
further questions and predictions. further questions and predictions. Ask a wide range of relevant scientificAsk
questions
a wide range
that broaden
of relevant
theirscientific
understanding
questions
ofmodels).
the
thatworld
broaden
around
theirthem
understanding
and
Plan
identify
andof
carry
how
the out
world
theya can
range
around
answer
of them
enquiries,
them.
and
Plan
identify
inclduing
and carry
how
writing
out
theyamethods,
can
range
answer
of enquiries,
identifying
them.learn
inclduing
variables
and what
writing
and
you
making
have
methods,
learnt?
predictions
identifying
Use
based
variables
relevant
on prior
scientific
and
knowledge
making
vocabulary
predictions
and understanding.
to report
Use
based
relevant
on
ontheir
prior
scientific
findings,
knowledge
vocabulary
answer
and understanding.
questions
to reportand
on jusitfy
their findings,
their conclus
answ
graphs
and
Children to complete the KWL grid
Children to complete the KWL grid
for humans - what do they already
for light and sound - what do they
I can recognise that living things produce
I recognise
offspring
particular
of the same
stages
kind,
in the
butgrowth
normally
Reearch
andoffspring
health
development
problems
vary and
oflinked
humans,
are not
toidentical
unhealthy
such as puberty.
tolifestyles
their parents.
- diabetes, heart disease,
I can label
being
the
overweight.
main organs of the human
I know
body
how
and
to name
measure
their
pulse
basicrate
function.
and
I can
relate
describe
it to heart
how,beat.
when humans exercise,
movethe
parts
of the skeleton
I can explain
and thisthat
activity
objects
requires
are seen
an increased
because
I understand
they
blood
give
asupply,
light
out or
source
soreflect
thereflects
heart
lightbeat
into
from
increases
the
objects
eye. into
and the
our pulse
eyes. rate
know about the subject?
alreadymuscles
know about
subject?
How did the transport on the
Where is Germany?
seas play a role in the war?How
Which countries annex Germany?
Which
continents
were
involved
does
being
an
island
nation
What
is
the
human
impact
of
Which countries were part of the
in WW2?Where were they
(Britain) play a role in the war?
war? Why does war cause
Allies? Which were the Axis?
located in relation to each other?
people to migrate?
I can locate Germany in Europe and
the annexing countries including
Poland and Belgium.
I can locate all main countries
within the world which were part I can name and locate countries
of the Allies and those which were of Europe and their capital city
part of the Axis.
on a world map, atlas or globe I
I understand the phases of
Locate the world’s countries using can compare the characteristics
migration from voluntary to
maps to focus on Europe,
of different and understand how
enforced.I can explain why war
concentrating on countries and
some of these aspects have
affects migration and influences
major cities
changed over time.
routes of migration.
I know that Britain is an island
nation and the trade routes and
I know that Germany is in Europe
defences are dependant on the
and which countries annex it.
surrounding seas. Activity:
I can name all main countries
I know that every continent was Discuss how being an Island
Activity: Plot routes of migration
within the world which were part involved in WW2.I know which
during WW2 - noting transport
nation had advantages and
of the Allies and those which were countries and capital cities were disadvantages during WW2.
used - reference Migration of
part of the Axis.
involved in WW2.
Jews & Schindler
make comparisons list.
How can I use technology? What
How can I use technology? What
can I do with it? how can it help
can I do with it? how can it help
What technology do we use at
What technology do we use at
Who was Charels Babage. Why are Who was Charles Babage. Why are me? How can I use technology to
me? How can I use technology to
home and at school? How does this home and at school? How does this What technology do we see in our What technology do we see in our they significant to the technological they significant to the technological create? How can I use text, images create? How can I use text, images
technology help us? What is a
technology help us? What is a
local area? What is a website and local area? What is a website and world? What did this person do to world? What did this person do to and sound? How can technology
and sound? How can technology
website?
website?
why is it useful?
why is it useful?
change the computing world?
change the computing world?
help me to present my work?
help me to present my work?

Computing

I can identify technology at home
and at school. I can explain how
this technology helps me and my
family. I can explain what a website
is used for.

Skills
Knowledge

PSHE

Question

Skills

Knowledge

RE

Question

I can identify technology at home
and at school. I can explain how
this technology helps me and my
family. I can explain what a website
is used for.

I can identify technology in the
local area. I can explain how this
technology helps people. I can use
a website and access different
areas of the website.

I can identify technology in the
local area. I can explain how this
technology helps people. I can use
a website and access different
areas of the website.

I can name the signifcant person. I
can explain why they are
significant.

I can name the signifcant person. I
can explain why they are
significant.

I can use text and images in
I can use text and images in
programmes and applications. I
programmes and applications. I
canuse various tools such as
canuse various tools such as
brushes, pens, eraser, stamps and brushes, pens, eraser, stamps and
shapes. I can change the size and
shapes. I can change the size and
colour. I can use applications and
colour. I can use applications and
programmes to communicate my
programmes to communicate my
ideas. I can use text, text boxes and ideas. I can use text, text boxes and
images in programmes and
images in programmes and
applications. I can use various tools applications. I can use various tools
such as brushes, pens, eraser,
such as brushes, pens, eraser,
stamps and shapes. I can set and
stamps and shapes. I can set and
resize objects, images and fonts. I resize objects, images and fonts. I
can use applications and devices to can use applications and devices to
communicate ideas, work,
communicate ideas, work,
messages and demonstrate
messages and demonstrate
control. I can save, retrieve and
control. I can save, retrieve and
organise my work.
organise my work.
I can name different types of technology.
I can name different types of technology.
I can list ways that technology can help
I can
me.list ways that technology can help
I know
me. who Charles Babage was and why
I know
he who
is signifcant.
Charles Babage was and why
I know
he how
is significant.
different applications canI help
knowtohow
retrieve
different
and applications
organise work.
can help to retrieve and organise work.
What is deomcracy and what are
Why is it important to show good
the benefits of a school
What are my goals for this year?
What are children's rights?
How do my actions affect others? behaviour?
How can we work best as a team? community?
I have the skills to understand my I have the skills to understand
I understand that my actions
I have the oracy skills to
I know how to feel welcome and
own wants and needs and I can
my own wants and needs and be
affect myself and others; I care
contribute to the group and I
I have the skills to model the
I know how to make others feel
compare these with children in
able to compare these with
about other people's feelings and understand how we can function
rules set out in the Learning
the same.
different communities.
children in different communities. try to emphathise with them.
best as a whole.
Charter.
I can identify my goals for this
I know that there are universal
I know how rewards and
year.
rights for all children.
I understand that my actions
consequences feel so that I can
I can explain what democracy is.
I can understand my fears and
affect other people locally and
make choices about my own
I can explain how an individual's
I can explain how having a voice
worries about the future and know I know that for many children
these rights are not met.
globally.
behaviour.
behaviour can impact on a group. benefits the school community.
how to express them.
How do global religious charities
How do global religious charities
How can I express my ideas about
What do we know about charities What do we know about charities How and why does Christian Aid
How and why does Christian Aid
Will I make a positive difference
Will I make a positive difference
use the web? Could they do
use the web? Could they do
unfairness in our world through a
already?
already?
try to change the world?
try to change the world?
to the world in my lifetime?
to the world in my lifetime?
better?
better?
creative piece of work?
To be able to ask and respond to
To be able to ask and respond to
To make links between the belief
To make links between the belief
To reflect upon and express their
To reflect upon and express their
To evaluate the ways in which
To evaluate the ways in which
To reflect upon and express their
questions about fairness and
questions about fairness and
and teachings of Islam and/or
and teachings of Islam and/or
own ideas and beliefs about
own ideas and beliefs about
charity websites work for
charity websites work for
own ideas and beliefs about
justice in the world.
justice in the world.
Christianity and the work of the
Christianity and the work of the
treating others with justice and
treating others with justice and
themselves.
themselves.
treating others with justice and
two charities.
two charities.
love in light of their learning.
love in light of their learning.
To be able to work as part of a
To be able to work as part of a
love in light of their learning,
To show understanding of the
To show understanding of the
team.
team.
through story, art, drama, music
issues of justice, fairness and
issues of justice, fairness and
and ICT.
poverty that the charities
poverty that the charities
address.
address.

How can I express my ideas about
unfairness in our world through a
creative piece of work?
To reflect upon and express their
own ideas and beliefs about
treating others with justice and
love in light of their learning,
through story, art, drama, music
and ICT.

PE

MUSIC

MFL

Design

Art

Skills

Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge

I can name the ways that
charities can be helpful.
I can name a project of Islamic
relief.
Can the materials I use have an
effecta upon
of my
Use
rangethe
of quality
drawing
drawing?
materials
add
interesting
I know thattothe
hardness
of a pencil
effects
such
as reflections,
changes
theAnderson
effect
of drawing.
What
were
Shleters and
directionPractise
of sunlight,
shadows.
Activity:
shading
and
pencil
why
theyof
used?
Research
what
Anderson
Shelters
Use were
a skills
choice
techniques
to
effect
using
different
were
technology
and why
books
depictusing
movement
Impact
of Humans
: and
I know
this
hardnesses
of pencils.
persepective.Choose
aand
style
of is
product
has
been
made
what
What do you already know?
drawing
suitable
for Know
the work
has
beendemonstrate
made from.
that e.
Children
their french
g. realistic/
impressionistic.
Anderson
Shelters
were built byUse
speaking
skills
Children
share
their
written
and
lines to Paterson
represent
movement.
William
and
three other
spoken
french
skills make
How
does
this song
feel?
engineers
including
Oscar you
Kerrison.
its name
from Sirof
John
IBut
cantook
identify
the purpose
the
Anderson.
IMusic
know how to identify a piece in a
Pop Istyle
- PRACTICAL
Can
dribble
then pass?
I can dribble and pass a ball to my
controland when to
Iteammate
know howwith
to dribble
pass to a teammate

I can retell a story of Jesus about
I can retell a story of Jesus about
I can name ways we can improve
I can name ways we can improve
I can name the ways that
wealth.
wealth.
our world.
our world.
charities can be helpful.
I can describe a project of Christian I can describe a project of Christian I know the names of two charities I know the names of two charities I can list the work of two charities. I can list the work of two charities. I can name some unfair things in
I can name a project of Islamic
I can name ways that two charity
today's world.
Aid.
Aid.
and I can compare them in terms of and I can compare them in terms of I can name ways that two charity
relief.
websites share their work.
websites share their work.
fairness and generosity.
fairness and generosity.
Can the materials I use have an Can I create an effective colour
Can I create an effective colour
How can you draw details
How can you draw details
effect upon
the of
quality
of my
palette ausing
water
colours?
palette using
water
colours?
carefully?
carefully?
can you
useand
a
Choose
a style
drawing
Create
a colour
pallette
based
Create
colour
pallette
based
Use the qualities of watercolour
Use the qualities of watercolour
To
improve mastery of art and
To
improveHow
mastery
of art
drawing?for the work e.g.
sketch
book?
suitable
upon
observed
in the
observed
in the of and acrylic paints to create visually and acrylic paints to create visually design
techniques,
including
techniques,
including
Iupon
knowcolours
that a range
of shades
I know that different drawing
I knowcolours
that a range
of shades
of
I canfine
draw
details
carefully
( areas ofdesign
I poster
can draw
details
carefully.
I can to darker.
Activity: Begin to paint poster startingActivity:Practise
with background
creating
wash fine lines using
brush.
Paint
detailed
- work
from
lighter shades
realistic/
impressionistic.
Use
natural
or be
built
worldusing
according
natural
or built
world according
interesting pieces. Combine
interesting pieces. Combine
drawing
context
of pencil
drawing
in the
context
of recording
colour can
be created
using
techniques
are
suited
to certain
colour
can
created
water
drawings
fnthe
WWII
soldiers)
use
a sketch
book.(
drawings
of
How
do Iinknow
if my
design
is
What
would
make
a
sturdy
shelter
to
Can
keep
you
someone
design
a
dry?
simple
model
shelter
that
would
keep
a
Lego
figure
dry?
Can
you
carry
out
a
fair
test
to
ensure
your
design
is
going
to
successful?
lines toActivity:
represent
movement.
to topic.
to topic.
colours, tones and tints to create
colours, tones and tints to create
drawing.for
To the
create
sketchaudience?
books to observations
a drawing.
colour paint and varying
styles.
Look
ata WW2
colour
paint
and varying
water a water
soldiers)onand
suitable
intended
I can research
design an
I can join and combine a range
Research what makes
sturdy
Produce
detailed
plans including
Make--select from and use a wider Make--select
fromtechniques
and use a wider
Evaluate
plans
against
their own
Irecord
can research
and
design
an them WWII
mood. Use brush
and
mood. Use
brush
techniques
and
observations
and use
water used and/or colours
propaganda
posters.
Draw
outline
used
and/or
colours
combined.
innovative
, functional
and
of ingredients.
I can
workcreate
safely
sheltertypes
that of
protects
people
from
labelled
diagram
withe
precise
range
of tools
and
equipment
to to communicate
range
ofhow
tools
and
equipment
to
design
andyour
consider
the
views
ofups.Activity:
innovative
, functional
and in that
Activity:
In small
groups
I
know
how
to
design
a
purposeful
and
functional
product.
I
know
how
my
ideas
through
talking,
drawing,
templates
and
mock
Research
a
pudding
Activity;
Write
recipe
with
partner
Learn
shelters,
assess
their
properties,
look
at
famous
engineering
constructions
for
shelter
I
know
to
strengthen
and
stiffen
Know
and
reinforce
why
more
design
complex
was
successful
structures.
paint
consistency
to
create
texture.
paint
consistency
to
create
texture.
to
review
and
revisit
ideas
the
combined.
Activity:
Create
tonal
of WW2
Activity: Create colour wheel using perform practical tasks [for
appealing
and hygienically.
I can
weigh and
cold
and poster
rain in sketch book
practical tasks [for
others to improve their work
appealing
product
that
is
pudding,
taste and
evaluate.
Imeansurements
know
how
research
how
to
communicate
my ideas. perform
people
WW2
rationing
would
discuss
howfood
closeproduct
to WW2that
foodis
slides
using
water colour
contexton
of food
the drawing
activity.
When I grow up I'd like to ...?
How
do
you to
spell
that? a design. I know
How
are
you
feeling?
What am I going to do?
Can you present infromation about yourself?
water
colours
aimed
at
specific
individual
or
measure using scales. I can cut
example,
cutting,
shaping,
joining
example,
cutting,
shaping,
joining
understand
how
key
events
and
aimed
at
specific
individual
or
I know how
to research
and develop
design.
have eaten.
chn. think their pudding will be
Develop
proper
prounication
and aIand
canfinishing],
select theaccurately
apporpaite word
Iand
canfinishing],
use the near
future
tense
Describe
places
and
people
I can use the simple future tense
accurately
individuals in design and
group. I can discuss my design and group. I can discuss my design and shape ingredients using
intonation
in like
order
to grow
for
the
context
and make appropriate changes. tools and equipment. I can join
To engage in conversation saying what
Engage
they would
in conversation
tofor
do people
using
when correct
they
Challenge:
prounication
up from
use
a french
dictionary
haveand
knowledge
of how
to write
Know
sentences
nameshave
ofusing
places
near
and
futre
people
tensemake appropriate changes.
-select
and
use a wider
range Children
-select from
use a wider
range
technology
helped
shape
the
understand
and combine
of materials
components,
of materials
and components,
world.’is an ensemble?
What does this song make you
How
can youme
tell a story through
How
do you and
perform
to an
What
is an ensemble?
What
How do you give feedback to a
How do you give feedback to a
What
is Jazz? food ingredients by
beating, kneading & rubbing in.I
including
construction
materials,
construction
of?
Ithink
can identify
the elements of Music Isinging?
can take part in a two part song
Iaudience?
can perform
to an audience
Iincluding
can perform
one part materials,
as an
I can perform one part as an
Iperformance?
can reflect on my composition
Iperformance?
can reflect on my composition
I can sing expressively.
can analyse taste, texture, smell
textiles , according to their
textiles and ingredients, according ensemble.
different
of Music
and
through
emotion. Ieffectively.
terminology
terminology
Iinknow
how pieces
to describe
the main
Itelling
know the
howstory
to use
emotion
know how to stand correctly and Iensemble.
know how to perform with others. I know how to perform with others. Iusing
knowsome
how specific
to use Music
Iusing
knowsome
how specific
to use Music
Iand
know
know how of
to identify
appearance
a rangeJazz
of
functional properties and aesthetic to their functional properties and
compare
similarities
and
elements
of music
PRACTICAL
through
singing.
use voice
to make
an
terminology
tomove
give feedback.
terminology
to give feedback.
and
it's
foods.
Can
I dribble
then turn?
Can
I control
the -PRACTICAL
ball from the air? qualities
Can
I clearprojection
the ball from
danger?
Can I shoot
from different
What is the role of the captain?
Can
I pass and
to score a try? What
is offside?
How
doorigins.
I restart play?
aesthetic
qualities
differences.
effective
performance.
distances
and
angles?
I can dribble then use a turn whilst I can use my instep to control the II can
danger and
clear
I can shoot from different areas of I can be a leader for my team and I can pass and move with a partner I can try to stay onside during a
I can restart play after being tagged
can recognise
build frameworks
using
a
the ballonly
under
control
from
the air
ballofwhy
away
(upfield
/ out
of
play) Ithe
pitch
focusing
on placement
a good
example
score
a try
tag to be in front of the I know to place the ball on the floor
range
materials:
wood,
card,
Ikeeping
know I should
turn
when
Iball
know
I need
to wait for the ball to Ithe
know
clearing
the
ball
from
know
I use
my laces
for power and Iset
know
a captain
is important for
Ithen
know
I need
to get in front of my Igame
knowofI need
rather
thanfor
power
corrugated
necessary (evasion or to keep the drop before attempting to control danger
is important (defending a
my
instep
placement
the team and what a role model is teammate before passing the ball opposition with the ball
then roll back to my team before
plastic.
ball in play)
goal
scoring opportunity)
putting my tag back on
I can use a glue gun with close
supervision.
I can cut accurately and safely to a
marked line.
I can use a craft knife, cutting mat
and safety ruler under one to one
supervision
(if appropriate).
I

I can name some unfair things in
today's world.

What have I learned about the
two charities? Will it make a
difference to me?
To express their own views and
responses to issues of poverty and
injustice, in the light of
religious understanding.
To participate throughtfully in role
play for learning.
To summarise their learning about
world development and the two
faith based charities.

I can name two charities and I can
list the things that they do.

and how you will u

What is syncopation?
I can identify syncopated beats
I know what syncopation is.
Can I play 3 v 3?
I can play 3 v 3
I know how to attack and defend
during small sided games

What is an ensemble?
I can work together with a group to
song strong
whilst
Ikeep
knowa part
whatofana ensemble
and
can
others
are singing
over
me. to keep
work do
together
with
a group
How
I dribble
using
reverse
stick?
aI can
partdribble
of a song
strong
whilst
a ball using reverse
others
are singing over me.
stick
I know how to keep a ball under
control when dribbling using
reverse stick

Spring Term

Week 1

Week 2
What is the history of Mexico's
poverty?

Week 3

Week 4
Who are the Aztecs? Who are the
Mayans? When did they reign?

Week 5

History

Question
I can compare human geography to
that of England to identify povery
factors.
I know what poverty is and can
include factors within Mexico.

Skills

I can use use chromebooks to
research the history of Mexico
What cultural influence did they
have on Mexico? Learn about a
non-European society that provides
contrasts with British history
Create an in-depth study of the
characteristics and importance of a
past or ancient civilisation or
society (people, culture, art,
politics, hierarchy).

Knowledge
Annotated images with
comparisons to UK.

Activity

Question

Science

Skills

Knowledge

What do I already know about
materials? What questions I would
like to find out about materials?
What materials dissolve in liquid?
Within a group, decide which
observations to make, when and
for how long, and make systematic
and careful observations, using
them to make observations, using
them to make comparisons,
Pre skills to identify what I already identify changes, classify and mkae
know about the topic.
links between cause and effect.

Pre assessent of knowledge
regarding materials.
Where is Mexico? How is it
different/similar to England?

Question

How do we show we care for
others? Why does it matter?

How do we show we care for
others? Why does it matter?

How do we show we care for
others? Why does it matter?

How do we show we care for
others? Why does it matter?

Skills

I can discuss and apply my own
ideas about ethical questions and
human rights issues: what is fair
and unfair? Why do people fight
and cause pain? How do we know
what is good? Can people learn to
be more generous?

I can discuss and apply my own
ideas about ethical questions and
human rights issues: what is fair
and unfair? Why do people fight
and cause pain? How do we know
what is good? Can people learn to
be more generous?

I can discuss and apply my own
ideas about ethical questions and
human rights issues: what is fair
and unfair? Why do people fight
and cause pain? How do we know
what is good? Can people learn to
be more generous?

I can learn from examples of
Christian practice and consider the
challenges of trying to live a good
life.

PSHE

Question

Skills

Knowledge
Question

Computing 1

Use relevant scientific vocabulary
to report on their findings, answer
questions and jusitfy their
conclusions based on evidence
collected, identify improvements,
further questions and predictions.
I know that melting chocolate is a
reversible change becuase the
melted chocolate solidifies when
cooled. I knwo that mixing sand
and water is a reversible change
and that it can be reversed by the
process of filtration.

Knowledge

Knowledge

Skills

Knowledge
Question

Art

Use relevant scientific vocabulary
to report on their findings, answer
questions and jusitfy their
conclusions based on evidence
collected, identify improvements,
further questions and predictions.
I know that a solution is made
when one substance called the
I know that things that are soluble solute 'dissolves' into another
will dissolve in water (salt, sugar,
substance called the solvent. I
coffee). I know that things that are know that you can get salt crystals
insoluble will not dissolve in water from water by evaporating the
(pepper and sand).
water.
What are the physical features of
Canyons, Jungles, Major Cities,
Bodies of water?

I can use maps and satellite images
to identify the geographical
features of Mexico.
I can identify where Mexico is. I can
identify the key human and
physical geographical features of
Mexico

Skills

RE

Geography

Question

How do you get a substance from a What changes involving materials
solution?
are reversible?

What changes involving materials
are irreversible?

Week 6
Who were the significant members
of the Mayan and Aztec
civilisations?
I can select suitable historical
sources to research a period in
history.
I know the significant members of
the Mayan and Aztec civilisations
and their impact on their
respective people.
Pyramid of importance - annotated
and imagery.

What have I learnt about
materials?

Take increasingly accurate
measurements, in standard units, Use scientific vocabulary to report
using a range of chosen equipment. on their findings.
I can explain that some changes
result in the formation of new
materials, and that this kind of
chnage is not usually reversible,
including changes associated with
burning.
What is the social hierarchy in
ancient Aztecs?

I can use text, photo, sound and video
editing tools to refine my work.
I can use the skills I have already
developed to explore content.
I can select, use and combine the
appropriate technology tools to create
different effects.
I can present data in an appropriate
way.
I can search a database using different
operators to refine my search.
I know how to edit a variety of
different media
I know how to use previous
knowlede of a different software
program to explore a new one
I know how to create different
effects
I know how to appropriately present
data
I know how to search a database
efficiently

What were the different colours on How can I create mood on my day
the day of the dead masks?
of the dead mask.

Use relevant scientific vocabulary
to report on their findings, answer
questions and jusitify their
conclusions based on evidence
collected, identify improvements,
further questions and predictions.

Ask a range of relevant scientific
questions that broaden their
understanding of the world around
them and identify how they can
Use scientific vocabulary to report
answer them.
on their findings.

I can explain and identify whether
or not a lamp will light in a simple
series circuit, based on whether or
notthe lamp is part of a complete
loop with a battery.

I can explain and identify whether
or not a lamp will light in a simple
series circuit, based on whether or
notthe lamp is part of a complete
loop with a battery. I can 'de-bug' a
circuit.

I know that Benjamin Franklin
invented electricity. He lived from
1706 to 1790. Benjamin Franklin
was an American inventor and
politician.

To update KWL materials grid with
everything that the children ahve
learnt. To complete electricity quiz.
To present everything that I have
learnt.

What can we learn from religious
stories?

What can we learn from religious
stories?

What can we learn from religious
stories?

What can we learn from religious
stories?

What can we learn from religious
stories?

I can consider why some texts are
seen as sources of wisdom in
different communities. I can
repsond thoughtfully to the ideas
found in the texts with ideas of my
own.
I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from holy
books of differing faiths. I know
how different faith communities
live together/ or not and can
explain why. I know how to explain
and use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clrify my
ideas.
What are the health risks of
drinking too much alcohol?
I can make an informed decision
about whether or not I choose to
drink alcohol and know how to
resist pressure

I can consider why some texts are
seen as sources of wisdom in
different communities. I can
repsond thoughtfully to the ideas
found in the texts with ideas of my
own.
I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from holy
books of differing faiths. I know
how different faith communities
live together/ or not and can
explain why. I know how to explain
and use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clrify my
ideas.

I can consider why some texts are
seen as sources of wisdom in
different communities. I can
repsond thoughtfully to the ideas
found in the texts with ideas of my
own.
I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from holy
books of differing faiths. I know
how different faith communities
live together/ or not and can
explain why. I know how to explain
and use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clrify my
ideas.

I can consider why some texts are
seen as sources of wisdom in
different communities. I can
repsond thoughtfully to the ideas
found in the texts with ideas of my
own.
I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from holy
books of differing faiths. I know
how different faith communities
live together/ or not and can
explain why. I know how to explain
and use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clrify my
ideas.

How do you perform first aid?

I can consider why some texts are
seen as sources of wisdom in
different communities. I can
repsond thoughtfully to the ideas
found in the texts with ideas of my
own.
I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from holy
books of differing faiths. I know
how different faith communities
live together/ or not and can
explain why. I know how to explain
and use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clrify my
ideas.
How can I keep myself healthy with
the food that I eat?

Who was Alan Emtage?
Why were they important and
what impact did they have?

What is a positive body image?
I can reflect on my own body image
and know how important it is that
this is positive and I accept and
respect myself for who I am
I respect and value my body.
I can describe the different roles
food can play in people’s lives and
can explain how people can
I understand how the media, social develop eating problems
media and celebrity culture
(disorders) relating to body image
promotes certain body types
pressures
Who were Larry Page and Sergey
Who were Larry Page and Sergey
Brin?
Brin?
Why were they important and
Why were they important and
what impact did they have?
what impact did they have?

I know that Alan Emtage invented
the first search engine.

I know that Larry Page and Sergey
Brin invented 'google' the most
popular search engine.

Pre skills to identify what I already
know about the topic.

I understand the term human
geography and know how it relates
to Mexico.

I can consider why some texts are
seen as sources of wisdom in
different communities. I can
repsond thoughtfully to the ideas
found in the texts with ideas of my
own.
I know that there are some
I know how to evaluate ideas
I know how to evaluate ideas
I know how to evaluate ideas
similarities of wisdom from holy
relating to ethical issues. I can
relating to ethical issues. I can
relating to ethical issues. I can
books of differing faiths. I know
I know that some bible stories can I know that some bible stories can
debate what is fair and unfair
debate what is fair and unfair
debate what is fair and unfair
how different faith communities
giving reasons for my arguments. I giving reasons for my arguments. I giving reasons for my arguments. I relate to everyday life. I know that relate to everyday life. I know that live together/ or not and can
know that there is a human code of know that there is a human code of know that there is a human code of other faiths use their Holy Books to other faiths use their Holy Books to explain why. I know how to explain
live
by.
I
know
the
rules
of
living
a
live
by.
I
know
the
rules
of
living
a
living.
living.
living.
and use evidence from relevant
good life.
good life.
texts (holy books) to clrify my
What are the dreams and goals of
ideas.
What jobs and careers are available What steps do I need to achieve in other young people in different
What are the health risks of
for me?
order to get my dream job?
How can we support each other?
smoking?
cultures?
I appreciate the opportunities that
I appreciate the similarities and
I can make an informed decision
learning and education are giving
I can reflect on how someone's
differences in aspirations between about whether or not I choose to
l can debate what is unfair and fair giving reasons for my
I appreciate the contributions
me and understand how this will
dreams and goals from another
myself and young people in a
smoke and know how to resist
made by people in different jobs
help me to build my future
culture relate to my own.
different culture
pressure
I understand that communicating
with someone in a different culture
I know about a range of jobs
I can identify a job I would like to
means we can learn from each
carried out by people I know and
do when I grow up and understand I can describe the dreams and goals other and I can identify a range of I know the health risks of smoking
have explored how much people
what motivates me and what I
of young people in a culture
ways that we could support each
and can tell you how tobacco
earn in different jobs
need to do to achieve it
different to mine
other
affects the lungs, liver and heart.
How can I present my work to
How can I present my work to
How can I present my work to
How can I present my work to
How can I present my work to
arguments.
others? How can I edit my work?
others? How can I edit my work?
others? How can I edit my work?
others? How can I edit my work?
others? How can I edit my work?
I can use text, photo, sound and video
editing tools to refine my work.
I can use the skills I have already
developed to explore content.
I can select, use and combine the
appropriate technology tools to create
different effects.
I can present data in an appropriate
way.
I can search a database using different
operators to refine my search.
I know how to edit a variety of
different media
I know how to use previous
knowlede of a different software
program to explore a new one
I know how to create different
effects
I know how to appropriately present
data
I know how to search a database
efficiently

I can use text, photo, sound and video
editing tools to refine my work.
I can use the skills I have already
developed to explore content.
I can select, use and combine the
appropriate technology tools to create
different effects.
I can present data in an appropriate
way.
I can search a database using different
operators to refine my search.
I know how to edit a variety of
different media
I know how to use previous
knowlede of a different software
program to explore a new one
I know how to create different
effects
I know how to appropriately present
data
I know how to search a database
efficiently

I can use text, photo, sound and video
editing tools to refine my work.
I can use the skills I have already
developed to explore content.
I can select, use and combine the
appropriate technology tools to create
different effects.
I can present data in an appropriate
way.
I can search a database using different
operators to refine my search.
I know how to edit a variety of
different media
I know how to use previous
knowlede of a different software
program to explore a new one
I know how to create different
effects
I know how to appropriately present
data
I know how to search a database
efficiently

How can I create mood on my day
of the dead mask.

Who was Frida Kahlo? (famous
Mexican artist).

Who was Frida Kahlo? (famous
Mexican artist).

Week 11

Use relevant scientific vocabulary
to report on their findings, answer
questions and jusitify their
conclusions based on evidence
collected, identify improvements,
further questions and predictions.

I can compare this to another
hierarchy.

I can learn from examples of
Christian practice and consider the
challenges of trying to live a good
life.

Week 10

Who was Benjamin Franklin? When
did he live? Why were they
important? What is the impact of
What have I learnt about
his work?
electricity?

I can use resources to research the
human geography of Mexico.

What can we learn from religious
stories?

Week 9

Why do some some circuits not
work?

I know the hierarchy of importance
in the Aztec civilisation.

How do we show we care for
others? Why does it matter?

Week 8

What do I already know about
electricity? What questions I would Why do some some circuits not
like to find out about electricity?
work?

To update KWL materials grid with
everything that the children ahve
learnt. To complete materials quiz.
To present everything that I have
Pre assessent of knowledge
learnt.
regarding electricity.
Do children understand the term
‘human geography’?

I know the physical features of all
the geographical landscapes.

I can use text, photo, sound and video
editing tools to refine my work.
I can use the skills I have already
developed to explore content.
I can select, use and combine the
appropriate technology tools to create
different effects.
I can present data in an appropriate
way.
I can search a database using different
operators to refine my search.
I know how to edit a variety of
different media
I know how to use previous
knowlede of a different software
program to explore a new one
I know that there is a human code of Iliving.
know how to create different
effects
I know how to appropriately present
data
I know how to search a database
efficiently

Week 7

I know some of the risks with
misusing alcohol, including antisocial behaviour, and how it affects
the liver and heart

I know how to keep myself calm in
emergencies
I know and can put into practice
basic emergency aid procedures
(including recovery position) and
know how to get help in
emergency situations

I know that Larry Page and Sergey
Brin invented 'google' the most
popular search engine.

What makes a healthy lifestyle?

I am motivated to keep myself
healthy and happy

I know what makes a healthy
lifestyle including healthy eating
and the choices I need to make to
be healthy and happy

Art

Skills

Lightly sketch before painting to
combine line and colour.

Use the qualities of acrylic paints to
create visually interesting pieces.
Combine colours, tones and tints to
Create a colour pallette based upon create mood. Use brush techniques
colours observed on the day of the and paint consistently to create
dead masks.
texture.

Knowledge

I know that in the past, participants and
dancers used careteas, or masks, to scare
the dead away at the end of the festivities.
But in modern-day celebrations, people paint
their faces to look like skulls, decorating it to
represent a deceased loved one or an
expression of themselves.

I know that in the past, participants and
dancers used careteas, or masks, to scare
the dead away at the end of the festivities.
But in modern-day celebrations, people paint
their faces to look like skulls, decorating it to
represent a deceased loved one or an
expression of themselves.

I know that in the past, participants and
dancers used careteas, or masks, to scare
the dead away at the end of the festivities.
But in modern-day celebrations, people paint
their faces to look like skulls, decorating it to
represent a deceased loved one or an
expression of themselves.

Use the qualities of acrylic paints to
create visually interesting pieces.
Combine colours, tones and tints to
create mood. Use brush techniques
and paint consistently to create
texture.
I know that in the past, participants and
dancers used careteas, or masks, to scare
the dead away at the end of the festivities.
But in modern-day celebrations, people paint
their faces to look like skulls, decorating it to
represent a deceased loved one or an
expression of themselves.

What impact/influence did they
have on the art world? Was it fait
what happened to her? How does
her work reflect her life? What
significance did her work have?

What impact/influence did they
have on the art world? Was it fait
what happened to her? How does
her work reflect her life? What
significance did her work have?

I know that the Mexican artist,
Frida Kahlo is remembered for her
self-portraits, pain and passion. She
suffered from polio as a child and
nearly died in a bus accident as a
teenager.

I know that the Mexican artist,
Frida Kahlo is remembered for her
self-portraits, pain and passion. She
suffered from polio as a child and
nearly died in a bus accident as a
teenager.

Design

Question

Classroom instruction - Salut!
Ecoutez, regardez, asseyez-vous,
levez-vous, répétez, venez ici,
silence

Classroom instruction - Salut!
Ecoutez, regardez, asseyez-vous,
levez-vous, répétez, venez ici,
silence

Classroom instruction - Salut!
Ecoutez, regardez, asseyez-vous,
levez-vous, répétez, venez ici,
silence

Classroom instruction - Salut!
Ecoutez, regardez, asseyez-vous,
levez-vous, répétez, venez ici,
silence

Classroom instruction - Salut!
Ecoutez, regardez, asseyez-vous,
levez-vous, répétez, venez ici,
silence

Classroom instruction - Salut!
Ecoutez, regardez, asseyez-vous,
levez-vous, répétez, venez ici,
silence

To listen attentively and
understand instructions, everyday
classroom language and praise
words

To listen attentively and
understand instructions, everyday
classroom language and praise
words

I can make French sounds and copy
intonation patterns.
Is the Music fast or slow?
I can identify the purpose of the
Music
I will be able to use percussion
instruments to aid my
performance.
will be at
Can I use handThis
apparatus
rhythmical
to the song we are
different
Iperforming.
can use alevels?
variety
of different
- PRACTICAL
equipment
hand move
Ipieces
know of
how
to safely as
balance,
apparatus
at different
levels
and jump with
different
pieces of
equipment

I can make French sounds and copy
intonation patterns.
What are the dynamic of this piece
Music?
Iofcan
compose a rhythmic and
melodic
piece.
I will be able
to use percussion
instruments to aid my
performance.
be class
Can I take partThis
in awill
whole
rhythmical
to
the song we are
sequence?
Iperforming.
can contribute
towards a whole
- PRACTICAL
performance
Iclass
know
timing is important when
working as part of a large group

Question
MFL

To make links between some
sounds, rhymes and spellings and
read aloud familiar words Oracy
Skills

MUSIC

What type of food is eaten in
Mexico?
I can research and design an
innovative, functional and
appealing food product that is
aimed at specific individuals or
group. I can discuss my design and
make appropriate changes.

What cooking techniques do I need
to use?
I can join and combine a range of
ingredients. I can work safely and
hygienically. I can weigh and
measure using scales. I can cut and
shape ingredients using tools and
equipment.

What cooking techniques do I need
to use?
I can join and combine a range of
ingredients. I can work safely and
hygienically. I can weigh and
measure using scales. I can cut and
shape ingredients using tools and
equipment.

I can name the different types of
foods that are eaten in Mexico.

I can list the ingredients in a
Mexican recipe of my choice.

I can list ways that I need to work
safetly and hygienically. I know
how toread scales to make sure
that I have weighed out the
ingredients accurately.

I can list ways that I need to work
safetly and hygienically. I know
how toread scales to make sure
that I have weighed out the
ingredients accurately.

How would others rate my food
product?
I can evaluate and improve my
design after product testing.

Skills

Knowledge

PE

What type of food is eaten in
Mexico?
I can analyse taste, texture, small
and appearance of a range of
foods.

Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge

To make links between some
sounds, rhymes and spellings and
read aloud familiar words Oracy

To recognise and respond to
To recognise and respond to sound To recognise and respond to sound sounds and patterns.
patterns and words
patterns and words

To recognise and respond to
sounds and patterns.

To listen attentively and
instructions,
everyday
Iunderstand
can discriminate
between
un/une
classroom
language
andyou
praise
How
does this
song make
feel?
words
I can identify the
purpose of the
Music
I can identify a Rock style through
learning the song - PRACTICAL

I can listen to and follow simple
classroom commands.
How old is this piece of Music?
I can identify the elements of Music
in
different
of Music
and
I will
be ablepieces
to perform
to my
compare
similarities
and
fellow
peers
- PRACTICAL
differences.
What is a backwards roll?
I can perform a safe backwards roll
or assisted)
I(independent
know the correct
technique to
perform a safe backwards roll

How do I squat in gymnastics?
I can perform a squat on to low
apparatus
Ilevels
knowofI need
to keep my legs
together when squatting

To listen attentively and
instructions,
everyday
Iunderstand
can discriminate
between
un/une
classroom
language
and you
praise
What
does this
song make
words
of?
Ithink
can identify
the
elements of Music
in
different
of Music
I will
be ablepieces
to show
what aand
good
compare
similarities
singing
position
looksand
like differences.
PRACTICAL
How do I straddle in gymnastics?
I can perform a straddle on to low
apparatus
Ilevels
knowofI need
my legs apart when
straddling

I can listen to and follow simple
classroom commands.
Does this song tell a story?
I can identify the purpose of the
Music
I will be able to show what a good
breathing excersise looks like. PRACTICAL
What is a counter tension / counter
Ibalance?
can perform counter tension and
balances
with ain
partner
Icounter
know counter
balance
a push
safely
and counter tension is a pull

I know how to rate a food product.

Names of fruits.
Names of food
Recognise how to pronounce 'on' in Understand and say the names of
French.
fruits and food items in French.

I can understand and respond to a
question.
What is notation?
I can interpret simple notation.
I am able to identify notation and
use it to aid my instrument playing.

I can listen attentively and
understand instructions, everyday
classroom pracitce and precise
words.
What are the indentifying features
thisdevelop
instrument?
Iofcan
my performance
through
practice
and feedback.
I know the
indentifying
features of
this instrument.

What makes a perfect arm motion?
I can link arm motions together in a
Isequence
know which 'E' to associate with
each motion
Planned
and delivered by Mr Snaith

What are levels?
I can perform different arm
and different
include different
Imotions
know what
levels you
levels
within the sequence
can use

Days of the week
Months of the year
Participate in reading a story in
I can copy single words, phrases
French and give a physical response and short sentences correctly.
to phrases/words.

Know days of the week in French.
What family does this instrument
to? simple rhythmic and
Ibelong
can perform
melodic
patterns
onfamily
the the
I can identify
which
instrument.
chosen
instrument belongs to and
name
other
instruments
in the
What does cannon mean?
same family
I can include a cannon within my
withcannon
my group
iroutine
know that
means one
after another/ not in unison

Understand the twelve months of
the year in French.
How could you develop your skills
the
chosensimple
intrument?
Ion
can
perform
rhythmic and
melodic
patterns
on the
I know how
to further
develop my
instrument.
skills
on the chosen instrument.
Can you name 4 jumps?
I can attemp to do the advanced
Ijumps
know(toe
whattouch/pike)
the advanced jumps
are and how to do it with the
correct jump technique

Months of the year
I can copy single words, phrases
and short sentences correctly.

Understand the twelve months of
the year in French.
What other strategies could you
help you
be anrhythmic
independent
Iuse
cantoperform
simple
and
learner?
melodic
patterns
the
I know how
to useon
the
SPOT
instrument.
strategy
to aid me in becoming an
independent
learner.
What is stunting?
I can put a routine together with
4 areas
a thigh stand
ithe
know
how including
to safely perform
a
thigh stand with my group and
know the 4 different positions

Summer Term

History

Question

Skills

Knowledge

Activity

Question

Geography

Science

Skills

Knowledge
Question

Skills
Knowledge

Week 1
Do need people need to explore
Space?
Why was there a
space race?

Week 2
Why did they put animals in space?
Why was this? What were
conditions like ifo the early space
travellers? Who was Yuri
Alekseyevich Gagarin and why was
he a hero for the Russian people?
What was the Space
race between the USSR and
USA and space exploration
between 1940 and 1970?
I can make assumptions and ask
questions about historical periods
based on evidence. I can use
secondary sources to compare my
judgements.

Week 3
Why was it a masive deal to walk
on the moon? Who cares about the
Moon Landing? Who protested
about the Moon landing?When did
the moon landings occur?
From which country were the
astronauts who landed there? Why
was this an important event in the
history of space exploration?

Week 4
Why did Houston have a problem?
Can I explain the failures and
successes of the space race?
Should the money have been spent
on something more important than
space rockets?

Week 5
Who is Sally Ride and why is it so
important that she is remembered.
Why were they imortant and what
impact did they have ? Is it
important that an equal amount of
women and men from a variety of
backgrounds and races are given
the opportunity for space travel?

Week 6
When did the space race end end
and why? What impact did the
space age have? What is its
legacy? Assessment Task How was
the Space Race impacted on what
we know about space today?

Week 7

Week 8

How do we comtinue to explore
How, where and when was
space today?
How
the telescope invented and how do does space exploration today
they work?
benefit our knowledge of space?
I can select and use the most
I can select and use the most
I can compile historical information I can use dates and historical terms I can use dates and historical terms
I can describe how space
appropriate source of evidence to
appropriate source of evidence to and make jusgements based on
to critically analyse historical
to critically analyse historical
exploartyion today benefits our
gather information. I can ask
gather information.I can view
these. I can use secondary sources events with a liberal gender
events. I can make qualitive
knowledge of space.
relevanrt questions and conduct
historical perspectives from
effectively. I can use other
neautral perspective. I can use
judgements and explain my
research.
different sides and give my opinion mediums (eg. Gil Scott Heron
secondary sources of information. I opinions.
Whitey on the Moon to make
can work collaboratively with
I can select and use the most
comparitive judgements.
others to search for information
appropriate source of evidence to
and present.
gather information and recognise bias
I can recognise that Youri Gagarin I know that America through their
was a Soviet Air Forces pilot and
president (John Kenedy) had
I recognise that many people began I can explain and justify how Sally
cosmonaut who became the first
promised that an America would
to question the validity of investing Ride had many positive attributes,
human to journey into outer space land on the Moon.I know that in
millions of dollars when America
worked hard and was keen on
in his capsule, Vostok 1, completed America in the 1960's there were
was experiencing wide ranging
science. I recognise that she
I can investigate and comment on
I know what we mean by the term one orbit of Earth on 12 April 1961. civil rights struggles and American social problems. I can explain what worked hard in her education and the names and background of the
space race.I can begin to explin
I know that American and Russian lives were being lost in Vietnam
happenned on Apollo 13 as The
was keen on science and also an
astronaughts who have landed on
why the Americans ad Russua were scientists utilized animals - mainly making some people angry and
craft was launched from Kennedy excellent sports person who went the moon and compare to recent
keen to succeed and win the race I monkeys, chimps and dogs - in
frsustrated. I know when the moon Space Center, , but the lunar
on to win a place at Stamford
launches. Explore the Challenger
know about the Space race
order to test each country's ability landings occurred. I know that the landing was aborted after an
university. I know that on June,
Disaster of 1988 and explain on
between the USSR and USA
to launch a living organism into
astronauts involved were from the oxygen tank in the service module 18th, 1983 Dr. Sally Ride made
how it made many rethink and
I know how and where an when the
and space exporation between
space and bring it back alive and
USA. I know who Neil Armstrong
(SM) failed two days into the
history as the first American
question and t why people 'lost
telescope was invented and how
I know how we explore space
1940 and 1970.
unharmed.
was and his role
mission.
woman in Space.
interest' in space.
they work.
today.
I can create a space report based
on reading https://www.rmg.co.
Space Exploration Today
I can write an updadted speech for
uk/discover/explore/future-spaceChildren to choose 3 of the ways
Walter Cronkite's report of the
exploration and https://www.
space is explored today and write a
American moon landing https:
nasa.
description of these and explain
//www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-usgov/specials/60counting/future.
how these benefit our knowledge
canada-48857752 The Moon
I can create a set of instructions
I can create an advert for a future html along with the children's own
of space.
Landings
based on grtting the spacecraft
Challenger female astronaught
investigation (These sessions may
I can design a Russian propaganda
Children create a newspaper report back from the control centre at
explaining the qualities and
be extended to two weeks and for
poster
I can write and create an oral argument
about the moon landings
Houston.
attributes the person will need.
a space celebration).
Complete KWL grid
What do I already know about
How does the shape of an object
What causes a lunar eclipse?
What are the different phases of
What is gravitational pull? How
How and why do the orbits of the What do you already know about
What are the different ways in
Earth and space?
compare to the shape of the
the moon?
does gravitational pull from the
different planets in our solar
the plant and animal kingdoms?
which plants can be classified?
What do the words planets, solar
shadow it casts?
How does the elliptical orbit of the moon affect the tide on earth?
system differ?
What are the different ways in
What factors might you take into
system, sun, moon, rotate, orbit
What might happen to a fixed
moon change its appearance from
How long does it take each planet which animals can be classified?
accounts when deciding ways to
and spherical bodies mean?
object during the course of a day?
earth?
in our solar systemto orbit our sun? What factors might be considered classify different plants?
How does the shadow of a fixed
What do you now know abut Earth when classifying animals into
object change during the course of
and space?
different groups?
a day and why does this happen?
I can identify what I already know I can explain why shadows have the I can explain what causes a lunar
I can explain the movement of the
I can identify what I now know
I can identify what I already know I can describe how plants are
about Earth and space.
I
same shape as their objects and
eclipse.
Moon.
I can discuss the effects of
about Earth and space.
about the plant and animal
classified into broad groups
can describe celestial relationships what happens to the shadows
gravitatinal pull on the earth such
kingdoms.
according to common observable
and define basic components.
during the course of the day.
as tides.
I can describe how animals are
characteristics and based on
I can use terms such as planets,
classified into broad groups
similarities and differences.
solar system, sun, moon, rotate,
according to common observable
orbit and spherical bodies when
characteristics and based on
describing the Earth, Sun, Moon
similarities and differences.
and other solar system bodies.
Prior assessment
I know the phases of the moon. I
I know how the moon influences
I know the relative movement
know the appearance of the size
the tide.
speed of different planets around
and position of the moon relates to
the sun. End of unit assessment
its elliptical orbit.
Who is Neil Armstrong?
Who is Neil Armstrong?
Using computers and the internet Using computers and the internet
to
to
research and write the biography
research and write the biography
of a
of a
famous astronaut.
famous astronaut.
I know who Neil Armstrong is.
I know who Neil Armstrong is.

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

How do the lifecycles of
What are the different ways in
amphibians, mammals, insects and which animals reproduce?
birds differ?

How do the lengths of time that
different animals depend on their
mother compare to each other?

I can describe the differences in the I can describe the life process of
life cycles of a mammal, an
reproduction in some animals.
amphibian, an insect and a bird.

I can recognise differences in the
length of time humans and other
animals are dependent upon
parents

I know that Christian’s recite
the Lord’s prayer to remind
them about forgiveness.

I know that other Christian
practices include: Holy
Communion or the Lord's
Supper), prayer (including the
Lord's Prayer), confession,
confirmation, burial rites,
marriage rites and the religious
education of children.

I know what it means to other
people to belong to a
group/identity.

What makes everyone unique and
special?

How do I feel when change
happens?

Assessment opportunity

I am aware of my own self-image
and how my body fits into that. I
know how to develop my own selfesteem.

I can describe how boys' and girls'
bodies change during puberty. I can
express how I feel about the
changes that will happen to me
during puberty.

I can describe how boys' and girls'
bodies change during puberty. I can
express how I feel about the
I appreciate how amazing it is that
changes that will happen to me
human bodies can reporduce in
during puberty.
these ways.

Question
I can explain why positive and
negative influences can have an
impact on myself and others.

I can explain who is more
influential and why.

I can explore and respond
I can evaluate and discuss the
thoughtfully to the spiritual paths similarities of these messages that
of Muslims, Hindus or Buddhists,
were delivered to mankind.
using a range of sources of wisdom.

I can use detailed
understanding of religious
practises such as remembering
Jesus with bread and wine in
Christian worship and trying to
follow the teaching of Jesus
about forgiveness and loving
your enemies to describe the
significance of being part of the
Christian religion.

RE

I can describe how sources of
inspiration and influence can
make a difference to myself
and others.

Skills
I know the features of inspirational I know that people in my
and influential people.
community/ home can inspire and
influence me.

I know the names of religious
leaders described in (historica)l
scriptures;Founder of Islam
(Prophet) Muhammed (pbuh), The
Dalai Lama- Buddhism, Moses
(Prophet) Judais.
I know the messages these
religious leaders delivered.

I know that some people practise
these teachings of wisdom today.

I know who is important within
religion and culture around the
world, and can explain and
I know that religious leaders reside compare the impact they have
in the modern world and focus on on others.
teaching their wisdom throughout
the world.

Knowledge

PSHE

Question

Skills

What is the best way to make
friends?

How do I solve friendship problems How do I help others to feel part of How do I show respect in how I
when they occur?
a group?
treat others?

I have an accurate picture of who I
am as a person in terms of my
characterisitics and personal
qualities. I know how to keep
building my own self-esteem.

I understand that belonging to an
online community can have
positive and negative
consequences. I can recognise
when an online community is
helpful or unhelpful to me.

I understand there are rights are
responsibilities in an online
community or social network. I can
recognise when an online
community is helpful or unhelpful
to me.

IHow do I help myself and others
when I feel upset or hurt?

What makes a good relationship?

I can explain how to stay safe when
using technology to communicate
I know there are rights and
I can recognise when I am spending with my friends. I can recognise
responsibilties when playing a
too much time using devices
and resist pressures to use
game online. I recognise when an (screen time). I can identify things I technology in ways that may be
online game is becoming unhelpful can do to reduce screen time so my risky or may cause harm to myself
or unsafe.
health isn't affected.
or others.

I know that Islam practices are
enumerated in the Five Pillars
of Islam: the declaration of
faith (shahadah), daily prayers
(salat), fasting during the
month of Ramadan (sawm),
almsgiving (zakat), and the
pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj) at least
once in a lifetime.
What is conception

How do I ask for help if I am
worried about change?
I can identify what I am looking
forward to about becoming a
teenager and understand this
brings growing responsibilities (age
of consent). I am confident that I
can cope with the changes that
growing up will bring.

PSHE

Sexual intercourse can lead to
conception and that is how babies
are usually made. I know what IVF
is and that people may need it to
help them have a baby.

Knowledge
How do you protect yourself
online? Why is being kind and
respectful online important?

Who was Alan Emtage-Archie? - first search engine
Who was Larry Page and Sergey Brin? - google
Why were they imortant and what impact did they have?

How can I use multimedia and presentation software to present information to inform? Which software can I use to achieve this?

I know what technology has had an
impact on human life
I know how technology has
developed over time.
I know how technological
developments have
improved/impacted the world

I know how it can be used or
misused.
I know who makes/maintains
websites.
I know how to identify a
trustworthy website

I know that I can protect myself
through ensuring my identity is
kept private and to trusted
individuals, that my family know
when and what I do online and
how identify online activity that is
suspect or not right and who to
report these to.
I know that kindness and respect
are important online as they
represent who I am and what I
think.

I know who Alan Emtage- Archie is.
I know who Larry Page and Sergey Brin is.
I know the significance of search engines and how they are used now.
I know the siginifcance of the franchise 'google.

I know how to present information about a topic in an effective manner to inform others, including parents and my class mates.
I know how to use Microsoft Powerpoint, Mirosoft Word, Paint and Google Docs.

I can research and identify
technology from around the world
I can identify how technology has
developed over a period of time
I can research technological
develoments

I can identify the differences
between www and the internet.
I can access the world wide web
and use a range of websites for a
purpose

Link to technological developments
during geographical context topic.
Also focus on website search
development from mobile devices
now. Discussion and possible
poster.

Use of www for a range of
purposes, including understanding
how different websites are used for
different elements. Focus on use of
search engines and how to narrow
searches. Understand the 'trusted
connection' and 'verification'
symbol of the taskbar to
understand a website is secure.

Computing 1

Question

PE

MUSIC

MFL

Design

Art

Skills

Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge

Who was Vincent Van Gogh? How
did
useline
linetotocreate
createcreate
texture
I canheuse
and
movement?
and Vincent
movement.
I
Itexture
know
who
Van Gogh was.
comment
Ican
know
how heupon
usedpieces
line toof
create
artworkand
using
the correctFind
language
texture
movement.
out
What
are moon
buggies and
(line,
texture,
shape)
who Vincent Van Gogh is
are/were the
theyuse
used?
Research
of moon buggies
using technology
bookswhy this
Impact
of Humansand
: I know
product
has been
made
and and
what is
can
you recall
days,
months
has
from. Know
weather?
I canbeen
listenmade
attentively
and that
Mechanical engineer
Eduardo
San
more
complex
phrases
Iunderstand
know
how
to
use
short
sentences
Juansentences
(aka The Space Junkman)
and
to
giveisaon
description
theinvented
weathe
What
notation?
worked
the team of
that
Rover,
or Moon
Buggy.
Ithe
canLunar
interpret
simple
notation.
San
the primary
I amJuan
able istoconsidered
identify notation
and
designer
of the
Rover.playing.
He
use
itI play
to aid
my Lunar
instrument
Can
throw,
bounce, hit,
catch
was also the designer of the
theand
forehand?
Iusing
can
try
combine
all
my skills
Articulated Wheel System.
a partner
play
a forehand
Iwith
know
I throw and
under
arm,
need to
shotthe ball bounce and have my
let
strings facing towards my partner

What is tint?
What
is
tone?
How and
did Van
I can
create different tones
Gogh
tones and
ofachieve
one colour.
Itints
know
how
todifferent
create different
tints 'The
tones
andStarry
tints ofNight'?
one colour.
Revisit what we learnt about Van
What makes a successful moving
Gogh in the last lesson. Discuss the
vehicle ( moon
buggy)?a sturdy and
Research
what
makes
consistency
of paint
he used. Learn
effective
moving
vehicle
(moon
Know
aand
moon
buggy
must be
about that
tone
tint
(introduce
buggy)
able
to carry
astronauts,
rock
language)
and2days,
how
these
can
be
can
you
recall
months
and
samples,
tools,
camera,
oxygen
used
to
create
different
colours.
weather?
I can listen attentively and
bottles
and for
amore
lever
robot
Take pencil
a walk,
usearm
different
complex
phrases
Iunderstand
know
how
to
use
short
sentences
attached
to it. of blue to fill each
tintssentences
and tones
and
to
giveare
a description
of the weathe
What
the indentifying
section.
ACRYLIC
PAINT TOfeatures
BE USED
thisdevelop
instrument?
Iofcan
my performance
through
practice
and
feedback.
I know the indentifying
features of
this instrument.
Can
I play throw, bounce, hit, catch
theand
backhand?
Iusing
can try
combine all my skills
a partner
play
a backhand
Iwith
know
I throw and
under
arm,
need to
shotthe ball bounce and have my
let
strings facing towards my partner
(2 hands on racket)

What is texture?
How
can
created
with
paint?
I cantexture
create be
texture
with
paint.
I know what texture is and how to
create it with paint. Revisit last
week. Children use a different
Can you design a simple model
sized, finer brush to create texture
moon buggy?
Produce
plans
including
on top ofdetailed
their work
from
the lasta
diagram
withe
precise
Ilabelled
know how
to design
purposeful
lesson,
recreating
VanaGogh's
brush
meansurements
and
functional
product.
knowto
how
strokes.
Can
you make use
of theI facts
to
communicate
my
ideas
through
a miniwords,
weather
report?
Iwrite
can
write
phrases
and
talking,
drawing, using
templates
and
sentences,
a reference
Ishort
know
how
to
use
simple
mock ups.
sentences
present
mini
What
does
thisainstrument
I knowfamily
howtoto
research
a design. I
weather
report
in French
to?
know
how
to communicate
myand
Ibelong
can perform
simple
rhythmic
ideas.
melodic
patterns
on
the
I can identify which family the
I know how
to research
andto and
instrument.
chosen
instrument
belongs
Can
I play
keepy ups?
develop
a design.
other
instruments
in the
Iname
can play
keepy
ups individually
same
family
on control
Ifocusing
know each
time I keep the ball up
it's a successful volley

How can I combine what I have
learnt
aboutatint,
tone
I can create
sketch
toand
aid texture
with my
to paint ause
picture?
painting.
Children
sketch book to create
I can use
qualities
of use
acrylic
their
ownthe
'Starry
Night',
view
paint to
interesting
finder
tocreate
select visually
one section
and
Can
you carry out a fair test to
pieces.
practise with acrylic paint on try
ensure your design
is going
Make--select
from
and
use
a
out paper for the right colour.wider
to
successful?
ofhow
tools
to
Irange
know
to and
buildequipment
and
reinforce
Then
begin
painting
on canvas
perform
practical
structures.
Can
you make
usetasks
of the[for
facts to
example,
cutting,
shaping,
joining
write
a mini
weather
report?
Iand
canfinishing],
write
words,
phrases
and
accurately
using
a reference
Ishort
knowsentences,
how to
use
simple
-select
from
and
use
a wider
range
sentences
present
a mini
of materials
and
components,
How
couldto
you
develop
your skills
weather
report
in French
including
construction
materials,
the
chosen
intrument?
Ion
can
perform
simple
rhythmic
and
textiles and
ingredients,
according
melodic
patterns
on the
I know how
to further
develop my
to
their functional properties and
instrument.
skills ondo
the
chosen
instrument.
Where
I serve
from
/ to?
aesthetic
qualities
I can serve from one area to
(serve
to catch)
Ianother
know the
different
markings on a
tennis court

How can I combine what I have
learnt
about
toneof
and
texture
I can use
the tint,
qualities
acrylic
to paint
a picture?
paint
to
create
interesting
Revist
what
we visually
did in the
last
pieces. Children add to their
lesson.
canvas, using lighter tones to over
Can
make
chassis?
paintyou
from
lastaweek
and use a
Ifiner
can measure
saw.
I can put
brush, to and
create
swirling
a chassis,
making
the
Itogether
know how
to reinforce
thesure
outer
effects.
axles can
rotate
freely traingles.
frame
using
cardboard
Where do you live?

Can you design and test a simple
circuit?
Iseries
can test
a circuit before attaching
theunderstand
chassis
Itocan
and use
mechanical
sysyems
Where do you
live? - e.g. pulleys,
wheels,
axles aand
bearings
I can prepare
short
presentation

Did my product meet the design
brief? plans against their own
Evaluate
designwhy
andyour
consider
the
views of
Know
design
was
others
to recall
improve
work and
successful
Can you
keytheir
vocabulary
understand
how
events
and
and
how you
willkey
use
this the
structures
learned
during
year
I can prepare a short presentation
individuals
in
design
and
knowledge in the future
a familiar
a familiar
Ion
know
how totopic
use Literacy
simple
Ion
know
how totopic
use Literacy
simple
technology have helped shape the
sentences
to
present
where
I
live
in
sentences
to
present
where
I
live
in
Is the Music fast or slow?
What are the dynamic of this piece world.’
French
Music?
IFrench
can identify the purpose of the
Iof
can
compose a rhythmic and
Music
melodic
piece.
I will be able to use percussion
I will be able
to use percussion
instruments
to of
aidtennis
my scored?
instruments
aid my rally?
How
is a game
Can
I create atoforehand
This will
be
Iperformance.
can score a game
of tennis
Iperformance.
can hit a ball This
backwill
andbe
forth with a
rhythmical
to
the
song
we
are
rhythmical
to
the forehand
song we are
the
Icorrectly
know the different
terms; love,
Ipartner
know I using
need- PRACTICAL
to have my strings
performing.
- PRACTICAL
performing.
technique
15, 30, 40, deuce, advantage,
facing
my partner and work
game, set, match
together to keep control

Can you recall key vocabulary and Catch up lessons
structures learned during the year

Catch up lessons

Catch up lessons

